CHERRY Snap Action Switches

CHERRY DG SERIES: SUB-SUBMINIATURE SNAP ACTION SWITCHES

Specifications:
- Package Size (In.): .504L x .228W x .352H
- Device: NO
- DBB: NC
- DBBC: DT

Typical Applications:
- Automotive
- Computer
- Medical Equipment

For quantities greater than listed, call for quote.

CHERRY DB SERIES: SUBMINIATURE SNAP ACTION SWITCHES

Specifications:
- Package Size (In.): .781L x .250W x .352H
- Device: NO
- DBB: NC
- DBBC: DT

Typical Applications:
- Amusement Machines
- Industrial Controls

For quantities greater than listed, call for quote.

CHERRY E SERIES: SUBMINIATURE SNAP ACTION SWITCHES

Specifications:
- Package Size (In.): .781L x .250W x .352H
- Device: NO
- DBB: NC
- DBBC: DT

Typical Applications:
- Amusement Machines
- Appliances

For quantities greater than listed, call for quote.